
Chapter II.

TEE BIRTH OF PRINCE SALID IN 977/1569

AND THE FOUNDING OF FATEHPUR-SIKLI

976/1568

MT: II,112-13

Now the Emperor had had several children in succession born to him, and

they had all passed away at a tender age. In this year one of the Imperial

wives became with child, and he went to beg the intercession of Shaikh-ul

Islam Chishti living at Sikri, and he left his Empress at the monastery of

the Shaikh. Some time before this the Shaikh had foretold to him the happy

birth of a son, and after some days he had gone to visit the Shaikh in ex-

pectation of the fulfilment of his promise. On account of this bond of

union between them the Emperor built a lofty palace on the top of the hill

of Sikri near the monastery and ancient chapel of the Shaikh. And he laid

the foundation of a new chapel, and of a high and spacious mosque of stone,

so large that you would say it was a part of a mountain, and the like of

which can scarce be seen in the habitable world. In the space of about

five years the building was finished, and he called the place Fathpur, and

he built a bazaar and baths and a gate, &c. And the Amirs, one and all,

built themselves towers and keeps and lofty palaces. And the Author found

the date of the commencement of the whole palace, mosque, chapel, &c. to be

as follows:--

This chapel is the dome of Islam,
May God exalt the glory of its builder! //
The Spirit Gabriel gave its date:
Its like is not seen in the lands.

Another:--

"The heavenly KaCbah came down from heaven."

And Ashraf Khan found this mnemosynon:--

"It is second only to the Mosque at Mecca."
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THE FOUNDING OF FATEHPUR-SIKRI

976/1569

TA- II,356

AN ACCOUNT OF THE REASONS OF THE FOUNDATION OF THE -

TOWN OF FATHPUR

As on several occasions, His Majesty had sons born to him, who had died

(in their infancy), His Holiness the asylum of the country, who was ac-

quainted with all truths and had knowledge of God, Shaikh Salim Chishti,

who resided in the town of Sikri, which was within twelve karohs of Agra,

and of whom His Majesty the Khalifa-i-Ilahi had a high opinion, and to whom

he had gone on several occasions, to see him, and had stayed in his house

for several days, and the holy man had given him glad tidings of the arriv-

al of prosperous sons, His Majesty had great hopes; and he went several

times to see the Shaikh, and he stayed with him, each time for ten or twen-

ty days, and laid the foundation of a lofty building on the top of a hill,

near the Khanqa of the Shaikh. For the Shaikh also the foundation of a new

Khanqa, and a lofty mosque, the equal of which is not to be found to-day,

anywhere in the world was laid in the neighborhood of the royal palaces.

Each one of the amirs also built a mansion or house for himself. As one of

the consorts became enceinte at this time, His Majesty took her to Sikri,

and left her in the house of the Shaikh; and he himself remained sometime

in Agra, and sometime in Sikri. He gave the name of Fathpur to Sikri, and

ordered the erection of bazars and public baths there.

977/1569

AN: I1,502-3

The Lord of the world, Depicter of the External, Revealer of the Inter-

nal [Akbar], after his outward and inward condition had attained perfec-

tion, was searching for some individual among the sons of men that he might

hold fitting converse with, as is indispensable in the world of associa-

tions. Though he made much search, he did not find anyone. The evange-

lists of the inner world, and the informants of the external, all announced

that a person who could hold converse with the cream of existences must be

born from himself, and that he should be urgent in begging a son from God

the Creator and the Giver of life, so that there might both be a confidant

of the holy feast of the Shahinshah who was worthy of the title (of son?)

and also that an ocean of Divine bounty, which had been for so many thou-

sand cycles reared under the sacred eyes of God, might emerge into the

world of existence. The noble series would thus go on from fount to fount
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and from column to column (jadul), and the grades of mankind would, in

proportion to their capacities, partake of the banquet of spiritual and

physical blessings, and be zealous in respect and obedience. The pious

King, who used not to make any other requests to God, became a wisher for

this great boon. The Great Giver has unasked granted him a spiritual and

temporal kingdom, and has bestowed on his unique servant such things as do

not come within the world's comprehension. The far-seeing sage knows what

sort of glorious pearl will be granted if such an unique one of the world

ask a boon from his constant Patron. In a short space of time there ap-

peared signs of the attainment of this desire. Inasmuch as it is the noble

nature of this Shahinshah that in spite of the possession of boundless

treasures he seeks the knowledge of God from dervishes, ascetics and theo-

logians who withdraw their hands // from everything and regard as the most

acceptable service of God the contemning of their senses, and so pass their

time in worship and austerities, he employed supplications and continually

cultivated the regard of the toilers in the fields of search (after God)

who spend their days in ecstatic devotion. At this time the lights of God-

knowingness, God-worshipping, and of austerity were conspicuous in Shaikh

Selim of the town of Sikri, which has become a capital by the glory of the

Shahinshah's advent and is called Fathpur. By means of Shaikh Muhammad

Bokhari and Hakim CAin-al-mulk and a number of other courtiers who had the

right of audience, this was brought to the royal hearing, and it was deter-

mined that the matrix of the sun of fortune together with several of the

officials attached to the Zenana (lit. the screens of chastity) should be

conveyed to Fathpur and should enjoy repose in the vicinity of the Shaikh.

It was also ordered that a royal palace should be established there so that

the saintly Shaikh might address himself to the Author of bounties for the

attainment of the great boon. The blessings of his proximity were mani-

fested in the appearance of the desired object. Previous to this also, the

Bestower of gifts had presented the sovereign with several children, but

they had been taken away for thousands of wise designs, one of which might

be the increasing of joy in the acquisition of the priceless pearl. The

general suspicion referred their loss to local circumstances and expressed

itself in various stories. Hence the ruler of things, spiritual and tem-

poral, wished by changing the locality to place the seal of silence on

gossips. He accordingly adopted this course and was always hoping in God

the Giver of many things, and was waiting for the advent of the unique

pearl of the Caliphate. At length, in an auspicious moment the unique
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pearl of the Caliphate emerged from the shell of the womb, and arrived at

the shore of existence in the city of Fathpur.

977/1569

MT: II,124

On the seventeenth of the month of Rabi culawwal of this year, when

seven hours of the day had passed, the auspicious birth of the Imperial

Prince Sultan Salim took place at the abode of Shaikh Islim Chishti at

Fathpur:--

"You would say that a star had come to the earth,
That Joseph had come a second time to the world.
On the crown of his head through wisdom
There shone a star of eminence."

The Emperor set out with all expedition from Agrah, and in the excess of

his joy ordered all prisoners to be released, and for seven days held high

festival. The poets presented him with congratulatory qacidahs. Of that

number was Khawajah Husain Marwi, who recited a qacidah, of which each

first hemistich contains the date of the Emperor's accession, and each sec-

ond hemistich the date of happy birth of the Imperial Prince, the refuge of

the world. He received two lacs of tankahs in money.

977/1569

MU: 1,169-70

His (S. Selim's) father was S. Bahau-d-din, a descendant of Farid Shakr

Ganj. The Shaikh lived long in Arabia and often made the pilgrimage and

became known in that country as the Shaikhu-l-Hind. After he returned to

India he settled in the village of Sikri, twelve kos from Agra, and which

was a dependency of Biana. Because in that delightful spot Babur had won a

victory over Rana Sanga, he ordered it to be called Shukri. On the top of

a hill near that village S. Selim built a mosque and a Khanqah (monastery)

and there practised asceticism. A wonderful circumstance it was that Ak-

bar, who had come to the throne at the age of fourteen, for fourteen other

years--when he came to be eight and twenty--had no child who lived. When

he heard of the Shaikh he had a keen desire at that age that he should ask

help from him. The Shaikh gave him the good news that he would have three

sons. At the same time, there appeared signs of pregnancy in the mother of

Jahangir. As on such occasions a change of residence is a good omen, that

chaste lady was brought from Agra to the Shaikh's house, and on Wednesday

17th Rabi'-al-awwal 977, 31st August 1569, Jahangir was born. He was call-
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ed Prince Sultan Muhammad Selim after the name of the Shaikh. The chrono-

gram is Dur Shahwar lajh-i-Akbar (977): "A royal pearl from a great (ak-

bar) ocean." Afterwards, when the births of Sultan Murad and Sultan Daniel

also took place, and the Shaikh's influence was recognized, Sikri became a

city, and a lofty khankah and a madrasa were built at a cost of five lacs.

The chronogram was wa la tara fi'l-bilad saniha: "And you'll not see in

cities another such." (982=1574-75.) Delightful palaces, large, // stone

bazaars and beautiful gardens were made. As while the city was being made,

the rich country of Gujarat was conquered, Akbar wished to call it Fatha-

bad, but it became known as Fathpur, and this name was approved of by the

emperor. The Shaikh died in 979, 1571-72. The chronogram is Shaikh Hindi:

"The Indian Shaikh." 979.

977/1569

TA: 1I,357-8

AN ACCOUNT OF THE BIRTH OF HIS HIGHNESS THE SHAHZADA OF

EXALTED RANK, SULTAN SALIM MIRZA

On Wednesday, the 17th Rabi-ul-awwal, 977, corresponding with the

fourteenth year of the Ilahi era, when seven gharis of the day had passed,

the star of the auspicious birth of the Shahzada of the exalted rank, Sul-

tan Salim Mirza rose above the horizon of splendor // and greatness, in the

abode of that asylum of guidance, the protector of the country, Shaikh

Salim Chishti, in the town of Fathpur.

Couplets: A priceless pearl from the empire's sea,
A lamp of brightness from the light Divine,
Ensconced in silk, like a grain of musk,
Like a pearl so fresh in its bed of cotton soft.

At that time, His Majesty the Khalifa-i-Ilahi was in Agra. Shaikh Ib-

rahim, the son-in-law of Shaikh Salim, brought the joyful news; and receiv-

ed high honour from the imperial grace. In thanksgiving for that great

good fortune, and this noble gift, the people received general alms, pris-

oners were released, and royal festivities were arranged, and for seven

days there was general joy and pleasure. The date of this auspicious birth

was found in the words, "Shah-i-al-i Taimur." Khwaja Husain of Merv com-

posed an ode, the first line of (each couplet of) which gave the date of

the accession of His Majesty, the Khalifa-i-Ilahi, and the second the date

of the birth of the Shahzada of the people of the world. The first couplet

of this ode was:
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Praise to God for the pomp and grandeur of the Shah
A pearl of greatness to the shore of the sea of justice has come.

A sum of two lakhs of tangas was given to Khawaja Husain, as a reward

for the composition of this ode. Many of the poets of the age composed

chronograms and odes, and were honoured with gifts and rewards. His Majes-
I

ty made Fathpur the seat of the throne; a stone fort was erected round the

city; lofty buildings rose up, and a great city came into existence.

ca. 1569

TJ: 1,2

When my mother came near the time of her delivery, he (Akbar) sent her

to the Shaikh's house that I might be born there. After my birth they gave

me the name of Sultan Salim, but I never heard my father, whether in his

cups or in his sober moments, call me Muhammad Salim or Sultan Salim, but

always Shaikhi Baba. My revered father, considering the village of Sikri

which was the place of my birth, lucky for him, made it his capital. In

the course of fourteen or fifteen years that hill, full of wild beasts, be-

came a city containing all kinds of gardens and buildings, and lofty, ele-

gant edifices and pleasant places, attractive to the heart. After the con-

quest of Gujarat this village was named Fathpur.

977/1569

TQ: 115

With auspicious good fortune, the Prince of Mankind and the Light of

the Eyes of Mortals Muhammad Salim Mirza, may God lengthen his life!, was

born in Fathpur Sikri on Wednesday the 17th of the month of Rabic I in the

year 977 A.H. (1569).

977/1569

TQ: 121

AN ACCOUNT OF THE BIRTH OF PRINCE SULTAN MUHAMMAD

SALIM MIRZA, KNOWN AS MIRZA SHAYKHU.

In this same year a new rose bloomed in the orchard of wealth and pros-

perity thanks to the copious cloud of grace of the Supreme Bestower. The

necklace of praiseworthy qualities, that is the Emperor Salim, received the

form of beauty and elegance from a precious pearl. On Wednesday the 17th

of the month of Rabic I in the year 977 A.H. (1569) His Majesty the Emperor

Akbar was favored with a beloved and auspicious son in Fathpur Sikri and
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had him named Mirza Sultan Muhammad Salim, may God bless him with His

mighty kindness. The eye that has experienced expectation of the emperor

whose slave is the sky became radiant by the sight of the son of sound

heart, safe character and far thinking.

979/1571

AN: 11,530-31

Among the dominion-increasing events was the making of Sikri, which was

a dependency of Biana, into a great city. As the Khedive of the world is

an architect of the spiritual and physical world, and is continually engag-

ed in elevating the grades of mankind, and making strong the foundations of

justice, and causes the longing ones of the age to be successful, so also

does he strive for increasing the glory of the earth, and cherishes every

place in accordance with its condition. Inasmuch as his exalted sons had

taken their birth in Sikri and the God-knowing spirit of Shaikh Selim had

taken possession thereof, his holy heart desired to give outward splendour

to this spot which possessed spiritual grandeur. Now that his standards

had arrived at this place, his former design was pressed forward, and an

order was issued that the superintendents of affairs should erect lofty

buildings for the special use of the Shahin- // shah. All the grades of

officers, and the public generally made dwellings for themselves, and a

high wall of stone and lime (hisar) was placed round the place. In a short

time there was a great city, and there were charming palaces. Benevolent

institutions, such as khanqas, schools and baths, were also constructed,

and a large stone bazaar was built. Beautiful gardens were made in the

vicinity. A great place of concourse was brought together such as might

move the envy of the world. H.M. gave it the name of Fathabad, and this by

common use was made into Fathpur.

979/1571

GI: 11,234

On the 3rd of Mohurrum, 978, the King had another son born to him in the

house of the venerable Sheikh Sulim, whom he called Moorad. On this occa-

sion, also, he made another pilgrimage to Ajmere, and ordered the town to

be fortified with a stone wall....

On the 1st of Suffur, 979, the Emperor marched towards Hissar Feroza,

and proceeded by the route of Ajmere to Agra....
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The King considering the village of Seekry a particularly propitious

spot, two of his sons having been born there, he ordered the foundation of

a city to be laid, which, after the conquest of Guzerat, he called Futteh-

poor.

979/1571-72

MT: II,139-140

And in the year nine hundred and seventy-nine (979) the royal palace at

Agrah, and another palace in the new town of Fathpur were finished. And

Qasim Arsalan composed the mnemosynon:

"Two buildings like the highest heavens have been completed
In the time of the reign of the Lord of Conjunction of the
seven climes.

One is in the city of the metropolis Agrah,
The other in the district of Sikri abode of Shaikh Salim. //
Heaven for the sake of the date of these two lofty

palaces
Has written with its ancient pen: Two highest paradises."

979-86/1571-79
TQ: 149-53

MENTION OF THE FOUNDATION OF THE CITY (SHAHR) OF FATHABAD SIKRI

AND ACCOUNT OF THE LAYING OF THE FOUNDATION (ASAS NIHADAN) AT THE ORDERS

OF HIS MAJESTY THE EMPEROR AKBAR OF FARIDUN'S POMP AND SIKANDAR'S [MIGHT]

From the foundation (asas) of the buildings (imarat) on which is based

the order of the world of being and decaying, and from the signs (athar) of

daily-increasing fortune, this blessed king of heavenly power, the dust of

the cavalcade of whose armies is the collyrium for the bright eyes of the

sky, spent kingly treasures and royal treasure-houses on the building (Cim-

arat) of the fort (qal'a) of the dar al-khilafat of Agra which is the capi-

tal (maqarr-i sarir) of the sultanate, as has been written in detail and

presented earlier.

Poetic Fragment:

It was built in such an attractive, fine and beautiful manner, by
the order of Faridun ....builder (bani),

That if you seek its second in the world, you will not find....

At this time when upon returning from Ajmer, during Rabic II of the

year 979, and having alighted majestically at the dar al-khilafat of Agra,
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// Verse:

Through the grace of divine help and through luck and good fortune,
The sublime cavalcade reached the seat (mustaqarr) of glory.

The compulsory decree for the building of the city (shahr) of Fathpur Sikri

was issued so as to make it the seat of the kingdom (dar al-mulk). When

the engineer (muhandis) of sound judgment drew the line of its foundation

(khatt-i asas) on the paper of fancy, he ordered it to have a two to three

kuroh [approximately four-to-six mile] circumference on the face of the

earth, and for houses (khanaha) to be built on the top of the hill and that

they should lay out orchards (basatin) and gardens (baghat) at its peri-

phery and center. A compulsory decree was issued that nobody should ob-

struct anyone who wants to build a house (khana) within the expanse of the

said circuit and it should be entered without any fear of dispute in the

register of his ownership, so that people may be inclined to revive dead

lands and populate them. Then he strove to bring there foremen (vujuh-i

Camala), master stonemasons (ustadan-i sang tarash), workers in clay (gil-

kar), and collectors (muhassilan). A start was made on the work of auspi-

cious beginning and praiseworthy termination, and it was completed within a

short period of time. The lands which were desolate like the hearts of the

lovers and faint (i.e. lifeless) like the work of the artisans (hunarman-

dan) attained freshness, purity, splendor and value like the cheeks of the

beautiful and the tulip-faced ones. Trees were grown in the environs which

had formerly been the habitat of rabbits and jackals, and mosques (masa-

jid), markets (bazarha), baths (hamamat), caravanserais (karvan saraha) and

other fine buildings (biqac ) were constructed in the city (shahr).

Verse:

If artistic skill (hirfat) were to draw a line around the center of
the earth,

The affliction of trials will never reach its dust.

In the months of the year A.H. 984 (1576-77), a compulsory decree was

issued that fine shops (dakakin) of red stone, mortar, and lime should be

constructed from the royal court (darbar-i padshahi) to the gate (darvaza)

which faces towards the dar al-khilafat of Agra, and close to the court

(darbar) a market place (chahar suq) comprised of well-decorated shops

(dukkanha) was built. Three lofty arches (taq) of red stone // have been

built towards the market (bazar) in such a way that the imagination is

bewildered and the arch (taq) of the muqarnas vault (falak-i muqarnas, i.e.

the sky) becomes jealous.... His Exalted Majesty also gave an indication
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that at the time when the reflection of the attention of Jamshid of the sun

shone on the autumnal constellation, sharp-witted engineers (muhandisan)

and hardworking architects (mi maran) should draw the picture (surat) of a

city (shahr) consisting of a wide rampart (sur) the circumference of whose

wall is Akbarshahi dhira c (cubits) ... and the height of the wall from the

foundation (bunyad) to the top of the battlements (sharaf) would be approx-

imately thirty gaz. On the sides there are wide gateways (darvazaha). It

is hoped that very soon it will be completed. Among the group of buildings

(Cimarat) which has been devised by the geometry-decoding mind of His Ma-

jesty the Emperor Akbar, may his victory be elevated, they have erected a

palace (mahall) resembling Khavarnaq in its beauty and heavenly vault (gar-

dun rivaq). It is the seat of sovereignty (makan-i saltanat) and the pre-

cincts of reverence (harim-i hurmat), out of jealousy of which the girdle

of the nine vaults (taq) of heaven has been a partner to slight and shame,

and a companion to repentance and awe. Seeing the form (surat) of its high

ceiling (saqf) and the pictures (naqsh) wrought thereon, the eyes of the

enlightened ones remain wide open with bewilderment like the eyes of nets,

and its fortune-spreading wing makes the pure decorated palace (sarh) of

Nebuchanezzer (i.e., Nimrod) take a seat in the dust. On account of the

upper chambers (ghuraf) on the side of the battlements (sharaf) of the

palaces (qusur), it looked like Paradise "on the brink of the precipice"

(Koran 9:109), and while observing those pleasure-increasing scenes this

reaches the ear of the soul in the thrones of Paradise in the voices of

houries:

Verse:

Since I do not have access to the palace (kakh) of your union,
How can I put down my head on your threshold, as there is always an

angel (keeping watch) on this terrace (bam)?

On one side of the court (sahn) of that building (Cimarat) with arches

(taq) like the sky, they have raised a four-part house (chaharkhana), four

benches [or platforms] (chahar suffa), and an ivan-house (ivankhana) en-

tirely carved out of red stone. Their doors (abvab) and screens (shibak)

have been wrought in such a way that the keeper of the eight-doored heaven

cannot enter into a claim of equality except through the door (dar) of

shame and awe. On the sides and around that sublime building (Cimarat)

they have constructed workshops (karkhanahayi sarkar) especially for the

royal household. A tank (tala'u) has been placed in that court (sahn), the

reservoir of whose water breathes equality with the true dawn in purity,
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and in reflecting images // it takes precedence over the world-displaying

mirror. A grain of sand could be counted on its bottom and the egg of a

fish could be seen in its belly.

Verse:

It is a pool like a river;

Nay, it is a river without head and foot (i.e. endless).

And at this time--which is the year A.H. 986 (1578-79)--that tank (ta-

la'u) has been emptied of water and filled with copper, silver, and gold

tankas and, despite all this, neither the diver of comprehension can reach

its bottom, nor can the traveller of imagination see its bank.

Verse:

What does it matter if each of the servants obtain a handful of
ashrafis and gold?

Some verses of this qasida are in praise of that lofty edifice (cima-

rat):

Behold this Paradise-like palace (kakh) of Sidra form,
Its dust is like particles of ambergris, its water like the Euphra-

tes of Kauthar (the river of Paradise).

It puts heaven to shame and is the finest building in the world,
It is the most magnificent house of joy (bayt al-surur), and the

greatest abode of security (dar al-aman) [may also be read as
"the abode of security of Akbar"].

It is heart-illuminating like the mind, and wards off misfortune
like the intellect;

It is grief-dispelling like happiness and soul-refreshing like
life.

Recognize the ivan of the eight paradises as inferior to its vault
(taq);

Do not consider the plain (maydan) of the seven climes as its
threshold (astan).

Whatever of the Paradise of God was promised to us,
The emperor has procured a paradise here in its entirety.

The capacity of imagination fails when compared to the height of
its edifice (bina');

And the brain of [heavens] is scented with the fragrant zephyr of
its air. //

You may say, verily, that the nine revolving domes (qubba) appear
as in the head of a polo mallet,

On the nine zones of its portal (taq).

As long as the instrument receives equality from the hand of the
builder (banna'),

The painter (musavvir) will not have seen such a design (vazci).
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Since descriptive epithets have remained bewildered in its descrip-
tion,

Wisdom said, "How long will you compose broken verses?"

Either it is the KaCba wherein Muhammad took up residence,
Or it is the fourth heaven, the king of which is the bright sun.

1580

Monserrate: 30

Fettepurum (that is the city of victory) had been recently built by the

King on his return to his seat of government after the successful termina-

tion of his Gedrosian war. It is placed on a spur of the mountain range

which in former times was called, I believe, Vindius, and which stretches

westwards for a hundred miles towards Azmiris. The site is rocky and not

very beautiful, near to an old town which for this reason is called Purana

Siquiris, (for Purana means 'old' in the vernacular, and Siquiris is the

name of the place). In the past nine years the city has been marvellously

extended and beautified, at the expense both of the royal treasury and of

the great nobles and courtiers, who eagerly follow the King's example and

wishes.

1580

Mnserrate: 31-32

While Zelaldinus was residing at Agara, he decided to remove his court to

Siquirinum in accordance with // the advice of a certain philosopher (mem-

ber of a class professing both wisdom and piety) who was then living in a

small hut on this hill.

1580

Monserrate: 36

Howsoever, as so often happens in human affairs, the event proved dif-

ferent from what he had hoped. For, when the work of building was complet-

ed, and the King went to reside in his new fortress and palace, he found

(for such was God's good pleasure) the place overrun with ghosts, which

rushed to and fro, tore everything to pieces, terrified the women and chil-

dren, threw stones, and finally began to hurt everyone there. Perhaps

these drawbacks might have been put up with, if the thing had stopped

there. But the cruel spite of the Evil One began to wreak itself on the

children of the King, who were slain a day or two after birth. Two or
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three were thus destroyed. Wherefore, greatly moved by this terrible loss,

and fearing that he would be left without descendant, the king betook him-

self to the sage whom we have already mentioned as living in solitude on

the hill of Siquiris, and told him all that he had suffered from the Evil

One. The wise man bade him remove his dwelling immediately from Agara to

Siquiris. The King obeyed at once, and ordered a country-house--small but

of royal magnificence--to be erected as swiftly as possible. This was

shortly afterwards enlarged into a palace.

General

TA: 11,700

Shaikh Salim Sikriwal, was one of the (great) Shaikhs of the age; was

distinguished for religious exercises and enthusiasms and had sublime ha-

bits of working miracles and having revelations. He performed twenty-four

pilgrimages to the Hijaz; and when again performing the pilgrimage remained

once in Mecca for fifteen years. His Majesty the Khalifa-i-Ilahi made the

city of Fathpur his capital for some years on account of its connection

with that saintly man. He was absorbed into God's mercy in the year 979

A.H.

1610

du Jarric: 7-8
The city of Delhi had formerly been the residence // of the kings of Mogor.

Echebar, however, first took up his abode at another city called Agra; and

when two of his children died there, he caused another city of great beauty

to be built, which was named Pateful, or Fatefur. But after his conquest

of the kingdom of Lahor, he made its capital city, Lahor, his usual resi-

dence.

1626

Herbert: 61-62
Ecbar by this has made an end of his oblations, and in his returne visits a

holy Derwis, Siet Selym by name, who tooke it for so great a favour, that

out of his delphick notions, he fortold the Mogul how ere long hee should

be father of three gallant men children; it proved so, in which regard, his

first borne (from the Dervys) is called Selym; after, Sha Selym: the other

two, Chan Morad or Amurath, and D'haen-sha or Danyell: a prophecy so

grateful to Ecbar the Mogul, that there he consecrates a brave and magni-
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fique Mosque, walls the old town Tzickerin or Sycary, and from this holy

occasion new names it Fettipore i.e. a place of pleasure; yea grew so af-

fected to it, that he added a pallace for himselfe and a Buzzar, scarce

out-beautified by any other in the Orient, and had made it the Metropolis

had not the river affected him, by whose unwholesomeness he forsooke it,

from whence ruine and neglect have moatheaten her, at this day prostrate

and become the object of danger and misry; tis from Agra eighteen miles

English .... // ...he spent about the wall and pallace a million and five

hundred thousand roopees.

No date given

NHanucci: 1,126-27

Akbar imagined that, having taken Jai Mall prisoner, the fortress was

already in his hands, and that he was already in enjoyment of Padmini's

beauty. He therefore wrote a letter to pretty Padmini requesting her to

surrender the stronghold, adding that if she did not make it over to him,

he would cut off the head of her beloved rajah, Jai Mall. The courageous

Amazon replied that so far as she was concerned Rajah Jai Mall was already

dead, while to take his place there were within the fort other braver and

stronger warriors. They counted this as the day on which the seige had

commenced, and were determined to fight on while life endured. Never would

they yield.

Akbar, seeing them so resolute, and knowing how stiff-necked the Raj-

puts are, raised the siege. But he left all the carpets // spread in his

tents as a sign that he would shortly return, and had not given up the hope

of taking the place. He marched away and repaired to the town of Fatepur

(Fathpur Sikri), which he had founded in remembrance of a great victory won

over the Pathans. Here he placed Rajah Jai Mall in solitary confinement.

Meanwhile he still solicited the famous Padmini with a thousand promises,

letters, and valuable presents. He sent a message to her that if she would

accede to the desires of a renowned king and conqueror, he pledged his word

to make of her the greatest queen in his palaces. But Padmini would not

consent, neither through messages, nor presents, nor soft words of inter-

mediaries. She remained faithful to her husband.
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No date given

Manucci: 1,131-32

Jahangir, then a youth, allowed himself, in spite of his natural goodness,

to be led astray by the soft words of traitors, and rose against his fa-

ther, hoping that Fortune, abandoning Akbar, would transfer herself to his

side. But it was not so. Akbar was able to make such efforts that in a

short time Jahangir was taken a prisoner. The love which Akbar had to this

his only son held him back from the severity with which he ought to have

chastised him; still, he did not omit to give him somewhat of a lesson.

Some days afterwards, when both were going out together to the chase, Ja-

hangir saw on the roadside the impaled bodies of the rebellious captains.

Akbar said to him: 'Thus are rebels dealt with; you knew well that I had no

other son than you, and that you must inherit the whole of my conquests.

Therefore, you set a very bad example, and historians will not fail to

record you as the first of the great Taimur-i-lang's race who rebelled

against his father....' //

Since the killing of these captains induced perturbation in the army,

Akbar decided on taking a rest for a time, to give opportunity for the re-

membrance of their impalement to be effaced. He resolved to found a city

as a memorial of his victories, and gave to it the name of Fateabad (Fatha-

bad)--that is to say, 'Peopled by victory.' In this city he lived for some

time. Then, for certain reasons, chiefly in order to reduce some rebel-

lious Rajput villagers, who objected to pay tribute until they had been

overcome by force of arms, he (Akbar) decided to leave Fathabad and found

another city twelve leagues off, on the bank of the river Jamana (Jamnah).

For this purpose he selected the village called Agrah in the year one thou-

sand five hundred and sixty-three. After the foundation of the city, it

was renamed Akbarabad--that is to say, 'Built by Akbar.' Thus Fathabad

became uninhabited.

1835

Parks: I402

Before I say more of the place, I must relate an anecdote of the foun-

der.

Akbar Shah was extremely unhappy and deeply grieved at being childless.

Hearing of the fame of a fakir who lived at Fathipoor Sicri, and of the

wonderful birth of a child to a couple of poor manufacturers of pottery

ware, who lived at that place, from the power of the prayers of the holy
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man; hearing all this, he determined to make a pilgrimage to Fathipoor;

apropos, the house of the kumhar (potter') and his descendants are still

shown to visitors. Akbar commenced his haji (pilgrimage), but, like all

the race of Timur, being rather lame, he found two miles a day (one kos) as

much as he could accomplish; therefore, at every day's resting-place he or-

dered a kos minar to be erected, which now serve as mile-stones. Two of

these minars I saw between Agra and Secundra on my visit to his tomb, as

before-mentioned. On his arrival at Sicri, he consulted the holy man Shah

Selim Cheestie; and, in pursuance of his advice, the Empress, the Jodh

Ba'i, was brought to live at Fathipoor. She was the daughter of Oodi Sing

of Jodhpoor. Her zenana, inclosed within four walls, is still to be seen.

The prayers of the holy man were heard, and the Jodh Ba'i presented Akbar

with a son, who, in honor of the saint, I suppose, was called Selim, which

name was afterwards almost forgotten in the appellation of Jahangeer, the

Conqueror of the World. In the Fort of Agra there are still the remains of

the Selim Ghar built by Akbar.

The Emperor, charmed at the birth of a son, bestowed lands and showered

rupees upon the sagacious fakir....

1835-36

Sleean: 350-52

The Emperor Akbar's sons had all died in infancy, and he made a pilgri-

mage to the shrine of the celebrated Muin-ud-din of Chisht, at Ajmer. .He

and his family went all the way on foot at the rate of about three 'kos',

or four miles, a day, a distance of about three hundred and fifty miles.

'Kanats', or cloth walls, were raised on each side of the road, carpets

spread over it, and high towers of burnt bricks erected at every stage, to

mark the places where he rested. On reaching the shrine he made a suppli-

cation to the saint, who at night appeared to him in his sleep, and recom-

mended him to go and entreat the intercession of a very holy old man, who

lived a secluded life upon the top of the little range of hills at Sikri.

He went accordingly, and was assured by the old man, then ninety-six years

of age, that the Empress Jodh Bai, the daughter of a Hindoo prince, would

be delivered of a son, who would live to a good // old age. She was then

pregnant, and remained in the vicinity of the old man's hermitage till her

confinement, which took place 31st of August, 1569. The infant was called

after the hermit, Mirza Salim, and became in time Emperor of Hindostan, un-

der the name of Jahangir. It was to this Emperor Jahangir that Sir Thomas
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Roe, the ambassador, was sent from the English court. Akbar, in order to

secure to himself, his family, and his people, the advantage of the contin-

ued intercessions of so holy a man, took up his residence at Sikri, and

covered the hill with magnificent buildings for himself, his courtiers, and

his public establishments.

1853

Taylor: 124-25

Shekh Selim-Chishti was a very holy man, who became known as such by

his intimacy with tigers, several of whom lived with him in a cave on the

hill where his tomb now stands. His renown reached the ears of Akbar, who,

finding him to be a man of apparent sanctity and considerable wisdom, built

the palace of Futtehpore-Sikree, it is said, to be near him. He consulted

him on all important occasions, and, as the story goes, was finally indebt-

ed to him for an heir to his throne. For some time after Akbar's acces-

sion, he was without a son, and twice demanded of the Shekh whether he

should ever have one. "No," said the latter; "it is not so written." Now

he, the Shekh, had an infant son of six months old; for these Moslem saints

are the reverse of celibates. Upon Akbar coming to make the demand a third

time, and receiving the same answer, this infant, who was present in his

cradle during the interview, suddenly spoke // although never before had he

so much as lisped a syllable. "Father," said he, "why do you send away the

Conqueror of the World, in despair?" "Because," said the Shekh, although

he marvelled not a little at this unexpected question; "there is no son

written for him, unless another will give up the life of a child destined

for him; and who will do this?" "If you permit me, father," said the in-

fant, "I will die, that a son may be born to the Emperor,"--and even before

the Shekh signified his consent, he gave up the ghost. That day an heir

born to the throne was conceived, and in due time was born. There are

scandalous persons, however, who say that this is an allegory, veiling a

truth, and that the Shekh, in procuring an heir for the Emperor, did, in

fact, give up his own son, but without destroying his life. Be that as it

may, Jehan-Ghir, the son of Akbar, bore the name of Selim until he ascended

the throne.
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1858

Minturn: 304

The story of the foundation of this city is as follows. The Emperor

Akbur lost all his children in their infancy. Filled with despair at this

misfortune, and dreading the extinction of his line, he undertook a pil-

grimage to the shrine of a celebrated Moosulman saint in Ajmeer. The dis-

tance was three hundred and fifty miles. The court and all the royal fami-

ly marched on foot with the Emperor. Kannats, or cloth walls, were raised

on each side of the road; and a brick tower was erected at the end of each

day's journey, which was only four miles. At Ajmeer the saint appeared to

Akbur, and bade him seek the prayers of a holy hermit, Suleem Cheestee, who

lived at Seekree. The Emperor did so, and to his great joy, a child was

soon afterwards born to him, who showed every sign of a strong and long-

lived constitution. This son was named Suleem in honour of the holy man,

and received the additional title of Jehangeer, "Conqueror of the World,"

by which he became known on ascending the throne.

To testify his gratitude Akbar built this magnificent city on the hill

where the saint resided. He said he wished to live always near one whose

prayers were so availing with heaven. The new town was called Futtehpoor

Seekree, or "Seekree, the City of Victory."
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